24 HOURS AT CRITICALEYE
INSPIRING LEADERS TO SUCCEED

Here at Criticaleye, each and every interaction is designed to inspire, energise and inform
individual leaders and their teams so they can address challenges, drive strategy, perform at
the highest level and create positive change.
You only have to look at some of our events and interactions to realise Criticaleye’s prowess at delivering high-impact
experiences to senior executives and the commitment of our team to ensure Members are challenged, connected with
the right people, and are inspired to drive business performance.

The Asia Leadership Retreat 2016
Our flagship, annual event in Asia attracted around 70 attendees, consisting of CEOs, C-suite executives,
directors and non-executives to discuss business critical issues and to hear from a fascinating line-up of
speakers. Attendees heard about the future of business, what constitutes a high-performing leadership team,
and how to enhance the customer experience through technology.

Succession Planning and Talent Performance Management
This Pop-up Board tapped into the collective strength of our peer to peer Board Community, allowing us to
draw together a group of experienced individuals to benchmark approaches to succession planning. An
informative and inspiring Pop-up Board for a FTSE 250 company, this is a perfect example of collaboration
and challenge in practice.

Key Considerations for International Growth
This Discussion Group invited questions from senior executive participants on what needs to be asked before
taking businesses into new markets. What approach should organisations take and is it better to grow
organically or find alternative routes?
Conference Calls

How to Create an Effective Audit Committee
Enabling participation from all corners of our Community, Members dialled into this Conference Call. With
two board-level speakers and many more dialling in to contribute, this event explored the challenges of
putting an audit committee in place and what components were needed for success.

Criticaleye Executive Retreat
A chance for a leadership team to step away from the daily pressures of their business to debate and discuss
strategy, as well as hear from experienced peers who have faced similar challenges. Facilitated by Criticaleye,
this Retreat was for a high-growth UK business. The executive team were challenged by the discussion and
ultimately inspired on how to take the business forward.

All of these Criticaleye experiences were delivered within a 24-hour period and collectively included in excess of 100
participants – all senior executives from leading organisations. We offer Criticaleye Members the opportunity to be
inspired and perform at the highest level via the perfect combination of discussion topics, peer to peer connections,
participation and experienced reference points.
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@criticaleyeUK

